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Introduction

I.

There

is

nothing remarkable about Blackhawk Industries, Inc.’s (“Blackhawk,

business structure. Just as With

assets

and

2004,

it

real estate assets

created

many

other businesses, Blackhawk, Inc. has divided

and placed them

into

two separate limited

Blackhawk Products Group Unlimited,

operational division. R., p. 000176. In 2006,

(“Blackhawk Real Estate”)

t0

it

LLC

operating

its

companies. In

(“Blackhawk, LLC”) as

its

LLC

Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings,

created

hold the real estate

liability

1110.”)1

assets.

R., p.

000199,

1}

5.

Blackhawk,

Inc.,

Blackhawk, LLC, and Blackhawk Real Estate are centrally coordinated by the same core 0f
executives and share income and expenses between themselves. R., p. 0001 14,

000202-4; R., pp 000278-9; and R.,
Additionally, there

Between 2004 and
Inc. as

000310,

l.

arising

R., p.

nothing remarkable about Idaho’s taxation 0f Blackhawk, Inc.

the sale 0f Blackhawk,

LLC

in 2010, the State properly taxed

LLC was

1.

14.

Blackhawk,

Inc.

1

paid income tax on the

“business income” in Blackhawk, Inc.’s hands. R., p. 000213, 1H

From
as

state

Industries, Inc.

As

p.

000212, ﬂ 9

the relationship

LLC

between Blackhawk,

important t0 this case, the Commission refers to Noell Industries, Inc. by
it better demonstrate how closely this group of business operated

its

Inc. as

APPELLANT IDAHO STATE TAX COMMISSION’S REPLY BRIEF

1.

As

business

0f Idaho was appropriately

the time of its formation in 1993 until the sale 0f Blackhawk,

Blackhawk

Blackhawk,

recognized that this income arising from Blackhawk,

income, the income reported by Blackhawk, Inc. t0 the

was known

Inc.

from the ordinary transactions of Blackhawk, LLC’s business. R.

0001 14,

15; R., pp.

15.

an Idaho taxpayer headquartered out 0f state. Blackhawk,

income
and

is

p.

1.

- 1

Noell Industries, Inc.
and Blackhawk, LLC is

in 2010,
Inc.

historical

name, Blackhawk

Industries,

apportioned and taxed by the

1.

35; R., p. 311,

1.

state.

R., p.

is

company, Blackhawk, LLC,

Blackhawk,

The

R., pp.

LLC

1.

35; R., pp. 0001 15,

1.

37, 43; R., p. 000310,

nothing unusual about the State taxing Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale of

Blackhawk, LLC. In 2010, Blackhawk,

111 1;

14,

37, 43; Respondent’s Brief, p. 10.

Similarly, there

000213,

0001

t0

Inc. sold its

ownership

an unrelated purchaser. R.,

000202-4; R., pp 000278-9; and R.,

and Blackhawk,

sale resulted in the transfer

Inc.

were both

p.

p.

interest in its closely related

0001

14,

000310,

1.

in-state businesses.

1.

15; R., p.

15.

At

0001 17;

R., p.

the time of sale,

IDAPA 35.01 .01 620.02.

0f more than $15 million 0f Idaho property; the transfer 0f

Blackhawk, LLC’s west coast operation center and factory located in Boise, Idaho; and the
transfer

and

0f Blackhawk, LLC’s Idaho-based employees. R.,

R., p.

000206. The State 0f Idaho

business income. Idaho

The controversy

is

entitled t0 tax

Code §§ 63-3027(a)(1) and
in this case arises

Comm ’n,
this

it

as a ‘passive investment.

3”

0001

1.

8; R., p.

0001

16,

1.

18;

§ 63-3026A(3)(a)(vii).

because Blackhawk,

Albertson

16,

an apportioned share 0f this income as

operational and unitary relationship with a subsidiary” and

Characterize

p.

’s,

Inc.

Inc. “structure[d] a close

now
v.

seeks to “prevail in an attempt to

State,

Dep

’t

ofRevenue, State Tax

106 Idaho 810, 816, 683 P.2d 846, 852 (1984). This Court has expressly deprecated

argument. Id.

The primary argument Blackhawk,
active, for

Inc.

makes on appeal

is

that

Blackhawk, Inc.— an

proﬁt corporation With board members, directors, and proﬁts measured in the

millions—is not a business. Stated plainly, Blackhawk,

Inc. argues in its brief that since

it is

not

a business, two of the three Constitutional limits 0n a state’s right t0 tax a business—the unitary

APPELLANT IDAHO STATE TAX COMMISSION’S REPLY BRIEF
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business principle and the business income principle—cannot be satisﬁed? While Blackhawk,
Inc. is correct that the tests related to those principles are

absolutely incorrect in

argument

its

characterization that

that these tests cannot

The Idaho

State

be satisﬁed

is

it is

only applicable t0 businesses,

not a business.

this

importantly

its

wrong.

Tax Commission (“Commission”) already

business income test and the unitary business test are satisﬁed in

Commission

More

it is

clearly articulated

its

opening

also articulated in that brief Why the unitary business issue

is

brief.

why the

The

not properly before

Court and should not be considered. Based upon those arguments and facts in the record, the

Commission renews
Blackhawk,

Inc.’s sale

income from the
opening

its

sale

brief, the

request for this Court to reverse the District Court’s determination that

0f Blackhawk,

LLC was nonbusiness

income and determine

was business income. Additionally, and

Commission

requests that this matter be

as explained in the

remanded

that the

Commission’s

t0 the District

Court to

consider the alternative apportionment issue.

The Commission now

replies to the

arguments raised by Blackhawk,

Inc. in its

Respondent’s Brief as follows.

Blackhawk, Inc. Rests Its Entire Argument Upon the Unsupportable Premise
that It Is Not a Business.

II.

Central to

Eleven times in

2

satisﬁed

As

the

all

its

of BlackhaWk, Inc’s arguments

is its

insistence that

response brief, Blackhawk, Inc. insists that

Commission

it

it is

was not a business. Blackhawk,

both the business income test and the unitary business test are clearly
Commission is not disputing—for the purposes of litigating this case only—
Constitutional limits 0n a state’s right to tax income. However it does contend that the
feels that

the facts of this case, the

by
two concepts are
unitary business issue was not properly pleaded and should not have been considered by
that these

not a business.
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the District Court.

Inc. predicates all

0f its arguments upon

unsupported by the record and

is

this

presumption. However, this presumption

business,

Inc.

its

Inc.

must make

income from the

concedes that

if

it

sale

Blackhawk,
business

as,

Dictionary

it

were considered a

LLC would be business

The current

2019).3 Based on this

it

Inc. in its brief,

if

that

it

income. Blackhawk,

received

is

business

p. 17.

enterprise carried

Inc. certainly is a business as

by Blackhawk,

not a business.

absurd argument because

0f Blackhawk,

Inc. is a business.

“A commercial

(1 1th ed.

this

it is

were a business, “naturally any income

income.” Respondent’s Brief,

wholly

an absurdity not found by the District Court. This Court should

not entertain Blackhawk, Inc. ’s presumption that

Blackhawk,

is

clearly

is

on

edition 0f Black’s

BUSINESS,

for proﬁt.”

common

Law Dictionary deﬁnes
Black’s

Law

sense deﬁnition 0f the term, Blackhawk,

a commercial enterprise carried 0n for proﬁt.

Blackhawk,

As

stated

Inc.:

“[S]atisﬁed corporate formalities,”
“[E]lected officers,”

“[H]eld meetings,” and

“Use[d] the same legal and accounting ﬁrms as Blackhawk

[LLC].”

This deﬁnition agrees With Idaho’s jurisdictional deﬁnition for transacting business: “The transaction 0f
any business Within this state which is hereby deﬁned as the doing 0f any act for the purpose 0f realizing pecuniary
beneﬁt 0r accomplishing or attempting to accomplish, transact or enhance the business purpose or objective 0r any
part thereof 0f such person, ﬁrm, company, association 0r corporation.” Idaho Code § 5-5 14. It also squares with the
deﬁnition 0f transacting business in Idaho’s tax law: “.
the term ‘transacting business’ shall include owning 0r
leasing, Whether as lessor or lessee, of any property, including real and personal property, located in this state, or
engaging in or the transacting of any activity in this state, for the purpose of or resulting in economic or pecuniary
3

.

gain 0r proﬁt.” Idaho

Code

§

.

63-3023.
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Respondent’s Brief,

Blackhawk,

LLC

p. 4. In addition to these

also did the following:

0

Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk, LLC shared executive staff
that were jointly responsible for overseeing and directing all
of the affairs of Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk, LLC. R.,
pp. 000202-4, R., pp 000278-9.

o

Blackhawk, Inc. had yearly revenue in the millions.
000310, 1. 14 and R., p. 000319, 1. 21.

o

Blackhawk,

Inc. coordinated

000310,

1.

15.

together, these undisputed activities of Blackhawk, Inc. demonstrate that

Blackhawk,

own

Inc.’s

argument that

not a business

it is

is

it is

a business.

unsupportable by both the record and

its

entity selection.

Additionally, the District Court never found that Blackhawk, Inc.

its

R., p.

Blackhawk, LLC’s tax ﬁlings
s0 that it could offset its income With the losses generated by
Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC. R., p. 0001 14, 1. 15;
R., p.

Taken

obvious badges 0f conducting business,

was not a

Decision, the District Court found the following:

By owning

an

interest in

Blackhawk LLC—which does

transact

business in Idaho—[Blackhawk, Inc.] also transacts business in

Idaho under the plain language 0f [Idaho Code] § 63-3023 and
[Income Tax] Rule 620 requires it to report and pay taxes on income
loss or gain

from the operation of Blackhawk

doing so for years.

.

.

LLC—it

has been

.

Rule 620 and [Idaho Code] § 63-3023 are unambiguous in this
Virtue 0f owning an interest (personal property) in a
partnership transacting business in Idaho, [Blackhawk, Inc.] is also
.

.

.

regard—by

transacting business in Idaho.

.

.

.

[Blackhawk, Inc] ’s regular trade 0r business
entirely t0 holding an interest in Blackhawk LLC.
.

.

.

.
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.

.

is

limited almost

business. In

R., pp. 000470-2.

Inc.

was a

Taken

While the

business.

a holding company,

As

Will

it

it is

Inc.’s

is

urges this Court t0

ﬁnd that

it

its

p. 17.

It

Blackhawk,

is

was not a business.
Inc. ’s

Blackhawk,

its

its

sale

0f Blackhawk,

incorrect assumption that

income

was not a

it

test is inapplicable t0

income

make

LLC produced

it

as

it

income

lacked a business.

tests

only apply t0 a

tests

were applicable

to

it,

“naturally any

business income.” Respondent’s Brief, p. 17.

Inc.’s contention that

it is

not a business

did not rest

its

decision

is

neither supported

an interest in Blackhawk LLC.” R.,

p.

by

the District

ﬁnd that Blackhawk,

upon such an unsound foundation.
.

.

.

is

Inc.

was not

Instead, the District

limited almost entirely

000472. While the District Court

determining that Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,
not

not

business, the tests cannot apply. Respondent’s Brief, p.

Court concluded that “[Blackhawk, Inc] ’s regular trade 0r business
to holding

Was

not a business. Blackhawk, Inc.

it is

tautologically argues that the business

it

as It

District Court’s Decision 0r the Record.

Court’s Decision nor by the record. The District Court did not
a business and

near total reliance 0n the

entire argument.

Inc. states that if the business

received

Inc.

Argument that it Cannot have Business Income

the business

business’s income and, since

Blackhawk,

this brief,

primary argument that

Inc.’s

Respondent’s Brief,

Court Viewed Blackhawk, Inc.’s business as being that of

Not Supported by the

nonbusiness income rests 0n

that

District

not a business sinks

Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

income

evident that the District Court recognized that Blackhawk,

never determined that Blackhawk,

a Business

17.

it is

be discussed throughout

supposition that

A.

together,

later erred in

LLC were not unitary with one another,

the mistake of concluding that Blackhawk, Inc.

was not a business.
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it

did

Additionally, the record and

business. Because Blackhawk, Inc.

common

sense demonstrates that Blackhawk, Inc.

was a

a business, the business income tests—as described in

is

Idaho Code section 63-3027(a)(1) and in Idaho’s Income Tax Rules—can apply. The result of
the application of the business

the

Commission

income

for

in its

opening

Blackhawk,

income

tests, as

conceded by Blackhawk,

brief, is that the sale

Respondent’s Brief,

Inc.

The Commission requests

that the

was not a business. The Commission

0f Blackhawk,

p. 17,

Inc.

and described by

LLC resulted in business

Appellant’s Brief, pp. 18-22.

Court not entertain Blackhawk, Inc.’s premise that

also requests that the Court rej ect

Blackhawk,

it

Inc.’s

implication that this argument serves as separate grounds for upholding the District Court’s

determination. Finally, the

sale

0f Blackhawk,

explanation in

its

LLC resulted in business

opening

Blackhawk,

III.

Commission requests

brief.

that this

Court conclude that Blackhawk, Inc.’s

income consistent with the Commission’s

Appellant’s Brief, pp. 18-22.

Did Not Clearly and Conspicuously Plead the Unitary Business
Put the Commission 0n Notice 0f the Claim.

Inc.

Issue s0 as t0

The Commission and Blackhawk,

Inc. disagree as to

Whether the unitary business issue

appropriately before the Court. Blackhawk, Inc. correctly points out that Idaho

pleading jurisdiction. However, the Commission contends that

know that the unitary business
This Court, in

when an

issue

is

its

it

is

is

a notice

did not have proper notice t0

issue

was being

raised

decision in

Hodgefor

& 0n behalfof Welch v.

by Blackhawk,

Inc.

Waggoner, explained

properly pleaded. 164 Idaho 89, 96, 425 P.3d 1232, 1239 (2018). The Court

stated that an issue

is

properly pleaded

When

a plaintiff “clearly and conspicuously” pleaded the
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issue in the complaint so as to “put the adverse party ‘on notice of the claims brought against

it.’” Id.

quoting

Brown

City ofPocatello, 148 Idaho 802, 807, 229 P.3d 1164, 1169 (2010).

v.

This kind of pleading neither requires a “high degree of particularity” nor that the “pleading
particularly ‘identify the statutory basis for relief’ ; rather,

‘some indication’ of the basis for
present case, there

Plaintiff’ s

As
assertion

it

was no

relief.” Id.

quoting

it

mandates that the pleading provide

Brown

at

807, 229 P.3d 1164, 1169. In the

indication that the unitary business issue

was being

raised in the

Complaint.
discussed in the Commission’s opening brief, Blackhawk, Inc. can point t0 n0

made

can muster

in

is

its

complaint to demonstrate that

t0 inaccurately paraphrase the

.

.

.

raised the unitary business issue.

The best

Complaint as follows:

[The] Complaint asserted that the
in taxing the gain

it

Tax Commission’s Decision erred

as business income.

[The Complaint] went on t0 assert that the Blackhawk interests were
an investment in an intangible asset, rather than a separate
business that generates ‘business income.’
in fact

Respondent’s Brief, pp. 9-10 quoting Complaint,
original). This paraphrasing is inaccurate as

was a

the question of whether

it

Complaint does refer to

its

once asserts that

it

was a

it

1T9,

R., pp.

000008-000009 (emphasis

leaves the impression that Blackhawk, Inc. raised

separate business in the Complaint.

Blackhawk,

LLC

separate business from Blackhawk,

LLC.

ownership

interest in

While Blackhawk,

7.

The case involves

Its

the question 0f Whether Plaintiff

-

8

it

never

Complaint, in relevant

is

subject t0

nonresident of Idaho, on gain from the sale of an intangible

APPELLANT IDAHO STATE TAX COMMISSION’S REPLY BRIEF
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as an intangible asset,

part, states:

tax, as a

in

asset With a situs in Virginia. That asset is Plaintiffs ownership of
interests in a Virginia limited liability

Industries Products

Group Unlimited

company named Blackhawk

LLC

(“Blackhawk LCC”).

The Tax Commission’s assessment of tax on

9.

the gain

0n the

sale

0f the Blackhawk, LLC interests is inconsistent With Idaho law, in
it does not represent business income 0f Plaintiff subj ect to
apportionment under Idaho Code § 63-3027. Instead, it represents

that

an investment by Plaintiff, an intangible asset the gain from Which
should be allocated to Virginia, the state 0f Plaintiff s residence.
R., pp. 000008-9.

While these paragraphs

mention of Blackhawk,

Inc. or

income

clearly plead the business

Blackhawk,

LLC being separate businesses

issue, they

0r otherwise imply

the unitary business issue. Blackhawk, Inc’s paraphrasing 0f these paragraphs

attempt t0 frame the Complaint’s language t0

issue.

However, Blackhawk,

issue in

its

make

Inc. failed t0 “clearly

it

appear as

if

and conspicuously”

between the Commission and Blackhawk,
the

Commission

at

Inc.

must

also be

As expressed

Viewed

in the

merely an

raise the unitary business

notice.

Whether the Commission had proper notice from the Complaint
Inc. raised the unitary business issue

is

raised the unitary business

it

Complaint and thus did not provide the Commission with

Blackhawk,

make n0

as to

Whether

in the light

of the history

Commission’s opening

no time during the lengthy administrative process considered the unitary

business issue. Respondent’s Brief, pp. 12-13. The question was neither presented by

Blackhawk,

Inc.

brief,

nor raised by the Commission and Blackhawk,

arguments to contend that

it

was an

Inc.

presented no facts 0r

issue during the administrative process.

Additionally, and as presented in the Commission’s opening brief, Blackhawk, Inc.

historically reported itself as being unitary With

its

two

subsidiaries,
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Blackhawk,

LLC

and

Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC. Appellant’s
that

it

Brief, p. 13.

Blackhawk,

Inc.

contended

did not “accept[] the beneﬁts 0f unitary characterization.” Respondent’s Brief, p. 14.

However,

its

brief does not provide any explanation for

state4 business,

Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC,

Blackhawk, LLC’s

in-state business.5

why

it

t0 offset its

Respondent’s Brief,

Inc. treated all three

Blackhawk businesses

were “sufﬁciently interdependent”

t0 allow

it

to share

Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC’s

losses

as a “single

on

its

Idaho return,

economic enterprise”

that

income and losses between them despite

the fact that part of the business occurred outside of Idaho.

reporting

income derived from

p. 14.

By reporting Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC’s
Blackhawk,

used the losses from an out-of—

losses

IDAPA 35.01.01.340.01(a). By

on

its

Idaho return, Blackhawk, Inc.

held itself out t0 the Commission as being part 0f a unitary business. Blackhawk, Inc. even held

itself

out as a unitary business in

its

tax return ﬁled for the year at issue in this case, 2010.

Because 0f the history between the Commission and Blackhawk,
Blackhawk,

Inc. failed to “clearly

Inc.

and because

and conspicuously” plead the unitary business

issue, the

4
Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC did not have an independent presence in Idaho. Blackhawk,
LLC—not Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC—entered into the lease agreement for the property Blackhawk,
LLC used in Idaho. R., p. 0001 88. The record demonstrates that Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC did not

have any Idaho holdings and did not lease any property to Blackhawk, LLC’s operation in Idaho. R., pp. 000165197. The only connection that Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC has With the state of Idaho is through its close
relationship with Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk, LLC.
5
Blackhawk, Inc. reported the entirety 0f Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC’s nation-Wide losses 0n
its Idaho returns for both 2009 and 2010. For 2009, Blackhawk, Inc. reported losses from Blackhawk Real Estate
Holdings, LLC in the amount of $222,743. R., p. 0001 14, 1. 15. For 2010, Blackhawk Inc. reported losses from that
entity in the amount 0f $396,394. R., p. 0003 10, 1. 15. These amounts match the information that Blackhawk, Inc.
presented on its federal return for its total nation-Wide losses from Blackhawk Real Estate Holding, LLC. R., p. 127,
1. 2; R., p. 000320, 1. 2.
Blackhawk, Inc. reported these losses on Idaho returns for 2009 and 2010 to offset its Idaho
income. R., p. 114, 1. 14-19; R., p. 310, 1. 14-19.
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Commission was not 0n

was presented

notice that this issue

for the ﬁrst time in

was being

Blackhawk,

Inc.’s

Company v.

LLC

and Blackhawk,

District

Blackhawk,
this Court.

Court

Inc.

were

District

unitary.

it is

not properly before

Inc. raises

It

Was Not “Forced t0 Address” the Unitary Business Issue.

an alternative theory for

why the unitary business

contends that by raising the business income issue in

necessarily raised the unitary business issue. Speciﬁcally

it

Commission could prevail.” Respondent’s
only prevail

if

was

[Blackhawk,

Inc.]

p. 10.

It

may be

Complaint,

it

also

is

the only

way the Tax

continues, “[The

Commission] could

did have a trade 0r business 0f its own, and [Blackhawk, Inc.’s]

integral or necessary to,

Respondent’s Brief,

Brief, p. 10.

its

issue

argues that the “district court was

forced t0 address the ‘unitary’ issue because, in this case, that

business

this issue

Court to apply the standard expressed in Beco Construction

City ofldaho Falls and ignore the unitary business issue as

The

heard by

As

Inc.

124 Idaho 859, 865 P.2d 950 (1993).

this Court.

A.

this

by Blackhawk,

motion for summary judgment, the

Court should not have considered Whether Blackhawk,

The Commission again urges

raised

and unitary with, the business conducted

in Idaho.”

In short, Blackhawk, Inc. argues that the District Court

was forced

t0

hear the unitary business issue for two reasons: (1) that the District Court could only apply the
tests for

business income after identifying Blackhawk, Inc.’s trade or business; and (2) because

Blackhawk,

Inc. did not

have a trade 0r business, the District Court must use the unitary business

principle t0 consider Whether Blackhawk,

Inc.

This argument

is

LLC’s

trade 0r business

without merit.
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is

attributable t0

Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

Inc. ’s

primary argument for

why the unitary business

issue

is

part

and parcel

With the business income issue does not rest upon foundational Constitutional principles or other
precepts 0f taxation, but rather on

fatally

ﬂawed. As Blackhawk,

its

Inc.

absurd insistence that

was a business,

it is

not a business. This argument

the District Court

was not required

unitary business principle t0 combine Blackhawk, Inc. With Blackhawk,

business—income

test.

The

District

it

had determined

t0

applying the
test t0

be that 0f a holding company.

000472. The District Court erred by unnecessarily reaching

this

unpleaded

issue.

The District Court Erred by Conﬂating the Unitary Business Issue and Business
Income Issue.

B.

In addition t0 arguing that the Court

Blackhawk,

Inc. argues that the District

principle as a

is

to use the

Court could have directly applied the business income

Blackhawk, LLC’S trade 0r business, Which
R., p.

LLC before

is

was forced

to address the unitary business principle,

Court was correct in addressing the unitary business

component of the business income

issue.

However, the unitary business principle

not a subpart 0f the business income tests and the District Court erred by reaching that

unpleaded

issue.

In arguing that the unitary business issue

is

a

between these two concepts.

Blackhawk,

Inc. blurs the line

Court, in

decision in the case American Smelting

its

component of the business income

previously spoke 0f the unitary business tests

When

It

points out that the Idaho

’11.,

445 U.S. 939, 100

S. Ct.

Supreme

& Reﬁning v. Idaho State Tax Commission,
addressing the business income

Idaho 924, 931, 592 P.2d 39, 46 (1979), vacated sub nom. Asarco Inc.

Comm

issue,

v.

test.

99

Idaho State Tax

1333 (1980). However, While the Court spoke 0f the unitary
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business principle

two concepts. In

when applying

fact,

it

the business

income

principle, the Court has not

conﬂated the

expressly stated that they are distinct principles. Id. at 935, 592 P.2d 39,

50 (1979)
In American Smelting,

when

introducing the concept 0f the business income principle, the

Idaho Supreme Court stepped back from speciﬁcally examining the business income

tests “to

the issues raised in [that case] in the proper perspective.” Id. at 934, 592 P.2d 39, 46.

Court, mirroring the construction of Idaho

broad scope 0f what the State

may tax.

which

is

The

63-30216 began by identifying the

tests are applied to

conducted, in part

statute’s introductory sentence, the

section

Code

Just as in the ﬁrst sentence 0f Idaho

Court identiﬁed that the business income
trade 0r business

Code

put

§

63-3027, the

“income arising from the taxpayer’s

at least, in this state.” Id.

Further mirroring the

Court identiﬁed the unitary business concept before opining

as to the difﬁculty of identifying the trade or business 0f “some corporations, particularly large

conglomerates” Which

“may be engaged

in several separate

and

distinct trades 0r businesses.”

Id.

Only

after providing this perspective,

does the Court begin to analyze the concept of

business income. The Court began by providing

some

history

on the business income concept,7

6

“The Idaho taxable income 0f any multistate 0r unitary corporation transacting business both within and
.” Idaho Code
without this state shall be computed in accordance With the rules set forth in this section
§ 63.

.

.

3027.
7

Uniform Division 0f Income for Tax Purposes Act] most states did not apportion a
income from dividends, interest, royalties, rents and gains, but, With some exceptions, the
income to a single jurisdiction.” Am. Smelting & Ref C0,, 93 1—32, 592 P.2d 39, 46—47.

“Prior to [the

multistate corporation’s
states allocated that
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before providing a deﬁnition 0f the phrase “integral 0r necessary.”8 Id. at 93 1-932, 592 P.2d 39,
47.

It

then discussed Whether investment income

may be

considered business income,

With the “statutory policy 0f distinguishing that income which

is

truly derived

it

agreed

from passive

investments from income incidental to and connected with the taxpayer’s business operations.”
Id. at 933,

592 P.2d 39, 48.

Following

upon

this

preamble, the Court applied the business income

test

without reliance

the unitary business principle. In fact, the court speciﬁcally rej ected the district court’s

Which did

analysis

rely

upon

the unitary business concept. In determining Whether the

American Smelting was business income, the

issue in

district court

.

.

.

the stock

at

“concluded that since the

corporations Which paid the dividends were not sufﬁciently connected with

operations

income

ASARCO’s business

ASARCO owned in those corporations was Ipso facto not an integral or

necessary part of ASARCO’S trade 0r business.” Id.
corrected that district court’s conclusion.

It

at

934, 592 P.2d 39, 49.9 This Court

stated:

While the combined reporting provision [unitary business

principle]

concerns a proper identiﬁcation of the contours 0f the business
enterprise,

the business

income deﬁnition 0f subsection

(a)(l)

concerns the differentiation between truly passive investment

income and income Which
taxpayer’s

business

conceptually
8

is

incidental to or connected With the

operations.

and legally

These

two

are

related

but

very diﬁ’erent questions. Simply because

In our View the phrase “integral 0r necessary parts 0f the taxpayers’ trade 0r business operations” refers t0

property Which, though not absolutely essential to the conduct 0f the taxpayer’s business, contributes t0 and

is

identiﬁable with the taxpayer’s trade 0r business operations. Id.
9

Speciﬁcally, the district court in American Smelting believed there were not sufﬁcient connections for the

dividend producing corporations t0 be combined With

ASARCO 0n a combined report pursuant t0 What is now

Idaho Code section 63-3027(t). This Court in American Smelting noted that the combined reporting provision 0f
Idaho Code section 63-3027 is merely a reﬁnement 0f the unitary business principle as “[i]ts purpose is to permit
application of the

UDITPA formula to

incorporated entities.”

Am. Smelting

a single business enterprise which

& Ref.

is

conducted by means 0f separately

C0., 99 Idaho 924, 934, 592 P.2d 39, 49.
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the

management, operation and

the taxpayer

owns stock

is

activity

0f a corporation in which

not so closely connected With the

management, operation and activities 0f the taxpayer to warrant a
combined tax return, does not Ipso facto mean that the dividends the
taxpayer receives from that stock cannot be “income arising from
transactions and activity in the regular course 0f the taxpayers’ trade
0r business” and that the “acquisition, management, 0r disposition”
of the stock does not “constitute integral or necessary parts 0f the
taxpayers’ trade 0r business operations.”

Id. at 935,

592 P.2d 39, 50 (emphasis added). In summary, the Court found

that the unitary

business issue and the business income issue are two conceptually and legally different questions

that

d0 not rely upon one another.

principle and business

same answer t0
This

reiterates this point

income principle “serve

apply different standards.”
the

It

Id.

It

further states,

by

stating that the unitary business

different purposes, ask different questions

“The answer

to

and

one does not necessarily imply

the other.” Id.

last concept, that

conclusions drawn from the unitary business principle d0 not

necessarily imply the conclusion

drawn from the business income

principle

is

mirrored in

Idaho’s Income Tax Rule 333.08. Blackhawk, Inc. relies upon that rule for the proposition that
the unitary business issue

p. 11.

However the

text

is

a

component 0f the business income

0f that rule stands for the exact opposite proposition. Income Tax Rule

333.08 states that the conclusion that an item of income

by” a ﬁnding 0f a unitary
such a relationship

is

principle. Respondent’s Brief,

relationship.

is

“business income

may be

supported

IDAPA 35.01.01 333.08. However “establishment of

not the exclusive basis for concluding that the income

apportionment.” Id.
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is

subj ect t0

This Court’s holding in American Smelting agrees With the Supreme Court 0f the United
States’ opinion in

MeadWestvaco Corporation. ex

ofRevenue Which was
p.

16-17

.

cited

and discussed

in the

rel.

Mead Corporation

Commission’s opening

In particular, that Court held that the business

unitary business principle and that

v.

Illinois

brief.

income principle

is

Department

Appellant’s Brief,

discrete

from the

does not serve as grounds for determining the existence 0f a

it

Mead Corp.

unitary relationship between businesses.10

MeadWestvaco Corp. ex

Dep ofRevenue, 553

1498, (2008). Blackhawk, Inc. failed t0 address this

’t

holding in

U.S. 16, 128

S. Ct.

rel.

v.

Illinois

its brief.

As both

the Idaho

Supreme Court and

that the untiary business principle

Blackhawk,

the

Supreme Court of the United

and business income principle are discrete principles,

Inc.’s assertions that the unitary business issue is a

income issue

is

incorrect.

States both agree

By following Blackhawk,

component 0f the business

Inc.’s contention

concerning these

1°

While the Supreme Court 0f the United States drew a distinction between the unitary business principle
and the business income principle, it is worth noting a caveat that the Court put on this distinction. MeadWestvaco,
29—30, 128 S. Ct. 1498, 1508. The Court considered two scenarios, the ﬁrst being the one at issue here: Whether two
business entities have a unitary relationship. Id. Under this scenario, the Court determined that the unitary business
test is not necessarily satisﬁed When the business income test is satisﬁed. Id. Its conclusion aligns With this Court’s
statement in American Smelting: “The answer to one does not necessarily imply the same answer to the other.” Am.
Smelting & Ref C0., 935 592 P.2d 39, 50. However, the Court also considered a second scenario that is not
applicable to this case and which should not be confused With the ﬁrst scenario. In this second scenario, the
Supreme Court considered Whether an asset, speciﬁcally one that is not a business entity, is a unitary part 0f a
taxpayer’s business. MeadWestvaco, 29—30, 128 S. Ct. 1498, 1508. Under this second scenario, the Court found that
one 0f the tests for business income—the functional test, referred t0 the Court as the “operational function” test—
,

may have some
arises

bearing 0n Whether an asset

is

a “a unitary part 0f a taxpayer’s business.” Id. This scenario only

set of facts not present in this case. In particular, if the payor 0f income arising from a
“not a unitary part 0f the taxpayer’s business” the asset can still be considered unitary

under a very particular

non-business—entity asset

with the taxpayer.
This concept

is

Id.

is

An asset may be unitary with a taxpayer if the

“asset served an operational function.” Id.

unrelated to the matter before this Court and does not blur the distinction the Supreme Court

between the unitary business principle and business income

principle.
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made

principles, the District Court erroneously reached the

District

The

issue.

Court erred by conﬂating the unitary business principle and the business income

The

IV.

District Court’s

Not Be Afﬁrmed by
Blackhawk,

income

unpleaded unitary business

test

this

Court.

Inc. argues that the District Court’s

income issue by

business income

taxation;

Erroneous Application of the Business Income Test Should

erroneous application of the business

should be afﬁrmed by this Court. However, the District Court erred

the business

and

(3)

tests; (2)

(1)

issue.

when

deciding

improperly conﬂating the unitary business principle and the

improperly applying the entity and aggregate theory of partnership

misapplying Income Tax Rule 333.03 t0 ﬁnd that Blackhawk,

LLC was a mere

investment. Blackhawk, Inc. requests that the Supreme Court afﬁrm the District Court 0n
these improperly decided issues. However, the District Court’s reasoning

is

ﬂawed and should be

The

In

its

principle as

test.

District

decision, the District Court failed to apply the functional test of the business

it

found the unitary business

The

District

Blackhawk,

income

issues

overturned.

test] is t0

Inc.

test to

income

be a dispositive component 0f the business

Court incorrectly found that the business income “test

issuer 0f the intangible property

brief,

0n each 0f these

0f

Court Erred by Applying the Unitary Business Principle as a Part
0f the Business Income Test.

A.

income

all

and the taxpayer are unitary.”

R., p.

is

met

if the

000475. Similarly, in

its

maintains that the “[t]he primary method 0f conducting [the business

determine Whether the activities 0f the corporate owner are ‘unitary’ With the

underlying business.” Respondent’s Brief,

p. 7.

As

already discussed in Section
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III,

the Court’s

determination and Blackhawk,

LLC’s argument

component of the business income

test is incorrect.

In particular, and as explained in the

income principle

principle and the business

that the unitary business principle is a

Commission’s opening

brief, the unitary

business

are concerned With very different relationships.

Appellants Brief pp. 13-18. This Court recognized the difference between these principles in

American Smelting when

it

stated that the unitary business principle

and the business income

principle are “conceptually and legally very different” and “serve different purposes, ask

different questions

and apply different standards.” Am. Smelting

50 (1979). The District Court erred and
failed t0

draw

its

analysis in this matter

is

C0.

at

935, 592 P.2d 39,

fundamentally

ﬂawed

as

it

this distinction.

The Commission requests

that the Court, consistent With

Smelting, determine that the District Court erred

the business

income

income

as expressed in the

test,

& Ref

principle.

The Commission

by conﬂating

its

decision in American

the unitary business principle with

further asks this Court t0 apply the business

Commission’s opening

brief,

without conﬂating

it

with the

unitary business principle.

1.

The

District Court’s Conclusions

Regarding the Unitary Business Issue are Not

Supported by the Record.
Blackhawk,

Inc.

contends that the District Court’s unitary business conclusions in this

matter should stand because the Commission has not argued that the District Court’s factual

ﬁndings were ﬂawed. Blackhawk,

Inc. appears t0 not just

be referring t0 the District Court’s

statement 0f facts, but also the conclusions 0f law that the District Court
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made

in reaching

its

conclusion that Blackhawk, Inc. was unitary with Blackhawk, LLC. The Commission indeed

does not contend that the District Court’s statement 0f facts was incorrect. Rather, the District

Court erred in

its

legal conclusions

by

relying on an incomplete description 0f the facts on

record.

As

described in the Commission’s opening brief, this Court considers appeals from a

motion for summary judgment “de novo” and the standard of review
standard applied by the district court.” Trotter

275 P.3d 857, 860—61 (2012). This Court
the District Court appropriately reached

The

District

business issue.

As

Court in

this case

is

its

was

v.

it

applies

is

Bank ofN. Y. Mellon, 152 Idaho

free t0

the

“same

842, 845—46,

review the facts in the record to determine

if

conclusions 0f law.
at a

When

disadvantage

considering the unitary

previously expressed, the unitary business principle and the business income

principle are “conceptually and legally very different” and “serve different purposes, ask

different questions

and apply different standards.” Am. Smelting

& Ref.

C0.

at

935, 592 P.2d 39,

50 (1979). The District Court erred by making unitary business conclusions from an evidentiary
record presented t0

it

t0 demonstrate the existence

0f business income.

In considering this case, the District Court relied primarily

used by the Commission in the administrative decision. R.,

p.

upon

the statement of facts

000463. The Court also

considered information from Blackhawk, Inc. ’s tax returns and the information presented by

Blackhawk,

was

Inc.

that the sale

by

declaration.

of Blackhawk,

Because Blackhawk,

LLC was not business

Commission’s administrative decision focused 0n

Inc.’s contention before the

Commission

income, the facts set forth in the

As

that issue.
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the unitary business principle

was not

raised

by Blackhawk,

Inc. 0r

considered in that decision, facts demonstrating the

existence 0f a unitary business principle were not emphasized

by

the

Commission

in its

administrative decision.

Similarly, while facts supporting a unitary

District Court, they

As

were not the emphasis 0f the Commission’s argument

the issue presented

Blackhawk,

ﬁnding.

by Blackhawk,

LLC produced business

the District Court

ﬁnding were part of the record before the

Inc. to the District

t0 the District Court.

Court concerned whether

its

sale

0f

income, the evidence the Commission emphasized before

was evidence supporting a business income ﬁnding, not a unitary business

By waiting to raise the unitary business income argument until summary judgment,

Blackhawk,

Inc.

put the District Court

at

a distinct disadvantage.

Certain undisputed facts 0f the case, in particular the shared services between Blackhawk,

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

operations,

R., p.

LLC

and the joint role

were not discussed

000202; and R.,

to determine

p.

in the

that Scott Ferros

played as Vice president in both

Commission’s administrative decision.

R., p.

000199, ﬂ

3;

000279. These facts were not necessary predicates for the Commission

whether Blackhawk,

Inc.’s sale

were thus not emphasized. Similarly, these

0f Blackhawk,

facts

LLC produced business

were not emphasized

in the

income and

Commission’s

arguments before the District Court as the only issue presented on appeal was the business

income

issue. Additionally,

facts in the declarations 0r

Blackhawk,

Inc. did

arguments that

emphasized, these facts were

still

it

not draw the District Court’s attention t0 these

submitted. However, While these facts were not

in the record before the District
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Court and are undisputed by

Blackhawk,

When

it

As such

Inc.

made

its

the District Court did not consider the totality of the facts

conclusions regarding the unitary business principle.

The Commission does not ask that
stated the facts 0f the case, rather

relying

upon

all

it

this

Court ﬁnd that the District Court incorrectly

asks this Court to

ﬁnd that the

District

of the facts of the case When concluding that Blackhawk,

LLC were not unitary. As
this case

0n record

Court erred by not
Inc.

and Blackhawk,

described in the Commission’s opening brief, the undisputed facts of

evidence a unitary relationship between Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk, LLC.

Appellant’s Brief, pp. 22-42. The District Court erred by not reaching this same conclusion, and
its

error is

wholly caused by

its

failure t0 consider all

of the evidence available to

it

on these

issues.

The District Court Erred by Interpreting the Business Income Question
Through the Entity and Aggregate Theories of Partnership Taxation.

2.

The

District

Court erred by following Blackhawk, Inc.’s argument that the entity and

aggregate theories apply in this case. The District Court provided a brief explanation as t0 these
theories Without correctly delineating that the theories only apply

attributes that are not at issue in this case. R., pp.

entity

and aggregate theories

income

principle.

to this

When determining

federal tax

000469-70. Blackhawk, Inc. presented the

Court and the District Court as parallels to the business

However, these theories

are not necessary to this case

and add n0 value

to the

Court’s considerations.

In brief, the Internal

tax liability

Revenue Code requires partners

0n ordinary income

as if they

in a partnership t0 determine their

were indistinguishable from the partnership. This
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requires a partner to step into

its

share 0f the partnership’s tax characteristics. Internal

Code §§ 701, 702, and 704. This

federal tax requirement

is

described as following the

“aggregate theory” of partnership taxation. In contrast, the Internal Revenue
partners in a partnership to determine their tax liability

on

Revenue

Code

capital gain as if they

requires

were

from the partnership. Internal Revenue Code §§ 741-743. This federal requirement

distinct

is

described

as following the “entity theory” of partnership taxation.

Neither theory bears any relation t0 the facts or circumstances 0f this case. The
calculation 0f a partner’s share 0f income

provisions

is

unnecessary. There

these unrelated Internal

is

is

not at issue. Blackhawk, Inc.’s citation t0 these

no reason

to analyze 0r consider

any 0f the concepts found in

Revenue Code provisions.

In presenting these federal theories 0f partnership taxation, Blackhawk, Inc. concedes that

they are not applicable in this case.
this case

.

.

.

d0 not need

t0

When describing these theories,

be addressed

at the federal level.”

Recognizing that these theories are not directly applicable to

it

notes that the “issues in

Respondent’s Brief,

state tax matters,

it

p. 6.

attempts to draw

a parallel between these federal theories and concepts in Idaho’s income tax code. Citing n0

authority,

Blackhawk,

Inc. insists that

nonbusiness income

is

generally akin t0 income

distributed to partners in a partnership under the entity theory. Respondent’s Brief, p. 6.

insists that business

income “generally

relates t0 the annual

income of the partnership

taxed in accordance With the ‘aggregate’ approach.” Respondent’s Brief, p.

These generalizations ask the Court
the Idaho

income tax code. Blackhawk,

Inc.

to

draw

false parallels

draws theses

-
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also

itself,

6.

between federal tax law and

parallels in
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an attempt t0 equate capital

gains with nonbusiness income and ordinary gains with business income. In essence,

Blackhawk,
ownership
is

Inc. tries t0

impress 0n the Court that capital gains recognized from selling

interest in a subsidiary

must

result in

nonbusiness income. However,

this

conclusion

not supported by the statutory deﬁnition 0f business income or by Idaho Income Tax rules.

By

statute,

business income can include capital gains. The statute explicitly states,

“Gains or losses and dividend and interest income from stock and securities of any foreign 0r
domestic corporation,” income that typically

be [business] income.” Idaho Code

deﬁnes the

sale

0f a partnership

is

classiﬁed as capital gains, “shall be presumed t0

§ 63-3027(a)(1). Additionally, the

interest as business

from the acquisition, management, 0r disposition 0f
acquisition,

management, 0r disposition

trade or business operations.” Idaho

income such

that the sale

Blackhawk,
to a failed

income so long

.

.

.

language 0f the statute

as the

“income

intangible property

When such

Code

§ 63-3027(a)(1).

in

argument made

.

.

In short, the statute deﬁnes business

nonbusiness income hews very closely

in previous multistate corporate

income tax cases known

from the liquidation of their business. They contend

some jurisdictions

.

.

of a partnership interest can be business income.

Inc.’s insistence that capital gains are

liquidation 0f a business

.

.

constitute[d] integral 0r necessary parts 0f the taxpayer’s

“liquidation exception.” In brief, taxpayers have argued that they cannot be taxed

arising

aris[es]

is

that

income

nonbusiness income. Taxpayers making

that deﬁnitionally exclude

income

arising
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from the

argument have prevailed

from the liquidation 0f a business
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from business income.“ However taxpayers have
states like

failed

when making

this

argument before

Idaho that have a broader deﬁnition of business income that includes income arising

from the liquidation of a business.” Idaho’s Income Tax Rules speciﬁcally identify
arising

from the “liquidation or winding-up 0f business”

35.01 .01.333.04. The liquidation exception

all

is

“business income.”

IDAPA

its

entity theory

argument in

to give this Court the impression that Idaho recognizes the liquidation exception.

0f the out-of-state cases that Blackhawk,

Inc. cites to in its brief are

from jurisdictions

require the liquidation exception.” Indeed, Blackhawk, Inc. goes so far as t0 imply in

that there is confusion in states like Idaho about

Respondent’s Brief, pp. 30-31,

fn. 8.

T0 be

its

In liquidation-exception states,

by

this

Nearly
that

brief

Whether the liquidation exception applies.

clear, there is

n0 confusion. These cases are not

applicable in Idaho as they have a different deﬁnition of business income. Pursuant with

11

income

not applicable t0 this case.

appears that Blackhawk, Inc.’s purpose for raising

It

case

is

may be

that

statutory deﬁnition,

Income

income from the disposition 0f an ownership

be reinvested into ongoing business operations t0 constitute business income. See e.g.
575 N.W.2d 835, 839 (Minn. 1998) (“Income not reinvested into the taxpayer’s ongoing

interest in a business has to

Firstar Corp.

v.

Comm

business operations
12

is

’r,

nonbusiness income, ‘outside the scope 0f the taxpayer’s regular course 0f business.”’)

Non-liquidation-exception states have a broader statutory deﬁnition of business income that does not

income from the disposition of an ownership interest be reinvested. The only requirement is that the
some point, been acquired, managed, 0r disposed 0f as a necessary or “integral part
0f the taxpayer’s regular trade 0r business operations.” RB Alden Corp. v. Com, 142 A.3d 169, 177 (Pa. Commw.
Ct. 2016) also see e.g. Blue Bell Creameries, LP v. Roberts, 333 S.W.3d 59 (Tenn. 201 1); and Jim Beam Brand C0.
v. Franchise Tax Board, 34 Cal. Rptr.3d 874 (Cal App. 2005).
13
These include, Corrigcm v. Testa, 73 N.E.3d 381 (2016), McKesson Water Products C0. v. Director, Div.
ofTaxation, 23 N.J. Tax 449 (NJ. Tax Ct. 2007), aﬂ’d, 974 A.2d 443 (2009), cert. denied, 200 N.J. 506 (2009);
Texaco-Cities Serv. Pipeline C0. v. MCGaw, 695 N.E.2d 481 (Ill. 1998); Blessing/White, Inc. v. Zehnder, 768 N.E.2d
332 (Ill. App. CL), leave t0 appeal denied, 786 N.E.Zd 180 (Ill. 2002); The May Dep ‘t Stores C0. v. Ind. Dep ‘t 0f
State Revenue, 749 N.E.2d 651 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2001); Kemppel v. Zaino, 746 N.E.2d 1073 (Ohio 2001); Lenox, Inc. v.
Tolson, 548 S.E.2d 5 13 (N.C. 2001); E. I. DuPont de Nemours and C0. v. Indiana Department ofRevenue, 79
N.E.3d 1016, 1021-24 (Ind. Tax Ct. 2017); First Nat ‘l Bank ofManhattcm v. Kansas Dep ’t ofRevenue, 779 P.2d
457 (Kan. 1989); and Final Agency Decision N0. 09 REV 5669, N. Carolina Dep’t of ReV., Apr. 21, 201 1, CCH N.
require that

sold ownership interest had, at

Carolina State

Tax Reporter,

1]

202-5 10.
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Tax Rule 333.04, Idaho does not recognize
cases presented

by Blackhawk,

Inc.

The

the liquidation exception.

have no value

t0 the

liquidation exception

Court and should not be confused as an

appropriate articulation 0f how income from the sale of a business

is

taxed.

Aside from presenting the entity and aggregate theories in hopes of crafting a back-door
liquidation exception, the theories serve

no purpose

in

its

argument. Blackhawk, Inc. raises these

theories only to conclude that “[t]he question [in this case]

of Blackhawk

LLC

is

Respondent’s Brief,
sale

of Blackhawk,

[B1ackhawk,

income, not B1ackhawk[, LLC]’s [income].”

However, the Commission has not argued

p. 6.

LLC

Inc.’s] business

whether the income from the sale

is

is

attributable t0

asserted the right t0 tax Blackhawk, Inc.

that the

Blackhawk, LLC. From the

start,

on the income produced from the

LLC. The

entity

to Idaho’s

income tax code, serve no substantive purpose

income from the
the

sale

Commission
of Blackhawk,

and aggregate theories 0f partnership taxation, and the strained
in this case

parallels

drawn

and can be safely

disregarded.

Because the

entity

and aggregate theories 0f federal partnership taxation have no bearing

0n whether the business income

Commission asks
business income

that the

test.

It

test is satisﬁed, these theories are irrelevant to this case.

Court ignore these theories and proceed With a plain application of the

also asks that the Court

citing to these theories in

The

its

ﬁnd that the

District

Court erred by favorably

Decision even though they were wholly irrelevant to
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this case.

The

Court Inappropriately Used Income Tax Rule 333.03
that Blackhawk, Inc. was Passively Invested in Blackhawk, LLC.

3.

The
Blackhawk,

District

District

Inc.’s

Determine

Court erred in misapplying Income Tax Rule 333.03 t0 conclude that

ownership 0f Blackhawk,

Court did not support
this

t0

its

LLC was a mere passive investment. The District

conclusion With the record and the evidence 0n record does not support

ﬁnding.
In relevant part,

Income Tax Rule 333.03 deﬁnes income

investments as nonbusiness income.

It

arising

from passive

contemplates that a portion of a business can be

converted into a passive investment by “the passage of a sufﬁciently lengthy period 0f time” 0r

by removing

as an “operational asset”

District

“exclusively for investment

Court applied Income Tax Rule 333.03 in a conclusory manner inconsistent

with the factual record before

it.

In applying

restated the rule that an operational asset

It

Income Tax Rule 333.03, the

may be

.

.

.

to

Blackhawk

interest for six years.” R., p.

LLC

000484.

It

in

exchange for

same business

as

Blackhawk,

interest therein

Inc.

Court ﬁrst

Blackhawk LLC.”

that

R., p.

p.

had “converted

.

.

.

[the] sale

[Blackhawk, LLC] continued t0 be
000484. This conclusion, that
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its

and then held the

continued by stating, “[b]y the time 0f

Blackhawk, LLC, there can be n0 credible argument
in the

District

converted t0 a passive investment. R.,

then, without citation to the record, concluded that

operational asset

engaged

it

Id.

The

000484.

and instead holding

IDAPA 35.01.01.333.03. Income arising from such a converted asset is nonbusiness

purposes.”

income.

it

of

Blackhawk,

Inc.

held Blackhawk,

LLC

as a

mere investment,

not supported by evidence in the

is

record before that court. R., p. 000484.

The primary evidence
passive investment

is

its

sale

arises

11.

As was

000213,

R., p.

of Blackhawk,

from Blackhawk, LLC’S
000213, ﬂ

Blackhawk,

Inc.

tactical

LLC

1]

11.

in 2010,

Between

Blackhawk,

management, 0r disposition

activity in the regular course

Code

LLC was business

§ 63-3027(a)(1).

income

of business as Blackhawk,

0r necessary part 0f its business.

Blackhawk, LLC, by
Blackhawk,

formation of Blackhawk,

Inc.

LLC

in

admitted that the income arising

its

own

Inc.’s business.

.

.

of the taxpayer’s trade 0r business” 0r

property

.

when such

acquisition,

constitutes integral 0r necessary parts 0f the taxpayer’s trade 0r

business operations.” Idaho

line

LLC

gear business was Blackhawk, Inc.’s business income. R. p.

from “the acquisition, management, or disposition 0f

same

its

a

discussed in the Commission’s opening brief, business income either

from “transactions and

Blackhawk,

LLC into

had not converted Blackhawk,

demonstrated by Blackhawk, Inc.’s admission that Blackhawk,

produced business income.

2004 and

that

in

LLC

its

By

admitting that income arising from

hands, Blackhawk, Inc. either admits

or admits that

it

LLC

such,

it

was an

essential

did not convert Blackhawk,

LLC

was

in the

as an integral

N0 matter the characterization of how Blackhawk,

admission, Blackhawk, Inc.

As

held Blackhawk,

it

Inc. held

component of
into a passive

investment.

It is

worth noting

from Blackhawk,

LLC

that

Blackhawk,

in the year

of the

Inc.

sale.

admitted that

R., p.

it

received business income arising

000213, ﬂ

taxable year, Blackhawk, Inc. reported losses t0 Idaho

11.

In

its

tax returns for the

coming from ordinary business
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2010

activities

of Blackhawk, LLC. R.,

and used these losses
R., p.

0001

14,

1.

14.

income from the
produced

0001

14,

to reduce the

In that

same

amount 0f income

year,

of Blackhawk,

income

14. It reported these losses as business

1.

Blackhawk,

it

reported in Idaho. R., p. 000213,

Inc. also inconsistently

LLC—income from the very same

cannot have

Inc.,

it

both ways.

LLC both produced business income

business
sale.”

was an

is

Inc.

It

cannot claim

its

ownership

ownership

and produced nonbusiness income

interest that

Blackhawk,

interest in

in the

not considered converted to investment purposes merely because

same

year.

cannot claim

now that

sold

it

it is

placed for

converted

its

from 2004 through 2010, the year 0f the

interest in

LLC

Blackhawk,

into

sale.

LLC
It

an investment merely

it.

Other evidence in the record supports the conclusion that Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

that

In this case, Blackhawk, Inc.’s ownership in Blackhawk,

integral part 0f its trade 0r business

it

11;

put forward in this case. “Property that was an integral part of the trade 0r

IDAPA 35.01 .01.333.03.

because

11

claimed that the

Income Tax Rule 333.03 contemplates and disapproves 0f the very argument
Blackhawk,

in Idaho

losses—is mere investment income that cannot be taxed by Idaho. However,

its

Blackhawk,

sale

p.

LLC

into a passive investment.

Inc. did not convert

Speciﬁcally:

o

Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk, LLC shared executives
staff that were jointly responsible for overseeing and
directing all of the affairs of Blackhawk, Inc. and
Blackhawk, LLC. R., pp. 000202-4, R., pp 000278-9.

o

Blackhawk,
Noell,

Inc.

president

Blackhawk,

Inc.

and Blackhawk, LLC shared Michael
0f both companies and owner 0f
R., pp. 000278-9.
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o

Mr. Noell directed the business activity of Blackhawk, Inc.
and also directed the overall Vision and direction of
Blackhawk, LLC. R., pp. 000202-4, R., pp 000278-9.

0

Scott Ferros, as Vice President of Blackhawk, Inc. and

member 0f its board of directors, participated in the business
of Blackhawk,
o

Mr.

Ferros

Inc. R., pp.

000199, R., pp. 000279.

directed

also

the

Blackhawk, LLC. R. pp. 202,
o

Blackhawk,

and Blackhawk,

Inc.

accounting services. R.,
o

Inc.’s
o

income. R.,

R., p.

more

affairs

0f

000279.

LLC

shared legal and

000199, ﬂ 3.
produced nearly 100% 0f Blackhawk,
p.

000310,

p.

1.

14 and R., p. 000319,

1.

21.

Blackhawk, LLC’s tax ﬁlings
income With the losses generated by
Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC. R., p. 0001 14, 1. 15;
Blackhawk,
s0 that

Stated

LLC

Blackhawk,

day-to-day

R., pp.

it

Inc. coordinated

could offset

000310,

1.

its

15.

plainly, a business is not passively invested in a subsidiary

When

name; shared presidents and Vice presidents; and shared legal and accounting
passive investment does not account for nearly
ﬁlings of its passive investments so that they

100% of a business’s

may

they have a shared
services. Further, a

revenue; coordinate the tax

share losses; 0r direct a passive investment’s

day-to-day operations and overall Vision. A11 of this evidence from the record demonstrates that

Blackhawk,

Inc. did not passively invest in

The Commission requests
that

Blackhawk,

Inc.

that this

had converted

its

investment.

The Commission requests

Blackhawk,

LLC produced business

Blackhawk, LLC.

Court ﬁnd that the District Court erred in concluding

ownership
that the

interest in

Blackhawk,

LLC

into a passive

Court ﬁnd that Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale 0f

income.
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The

V.

Court Erred
Were Not Unitary.

District

LLC

in

Determining that Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

Subj ect to the Court’s determination of Whether

Commission asks

principle issue, the

Supreme Court

the

determination that Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

determined that Blackhawk,

to reverse the District Court’s

LLC were not unitary with each other.

Inc.

had met

its

However, the

District

Court erred

test.

Blackhawk, Inc. Did Not Meet its Burden of Proving
is Not Unitary With Blackhawk, LLC.

A.

In

its brief,

Blackhawk,

unity with Blackhawk,

Inc.

Court and cannot prove

this

can demonstrate that

To

Blackhawk,

LLC

it

this end, the

is

that

it

it

it

t0 the District

Court that

bore the burden 0f proving that

lacks unity with Blackhawk,

at all

it

it

lacked

did not meet this burden of proof before the District

conclusion from the record. Respondent’s Brief, p. 30.

taxpayer did not have a business
Brief, p. 29.

concedes that

LLC; however

when it

burden 0f proof and erred by improperly deﬁning

and incorrectly applying the unitary business

it

will consider the unitary business

Inc. argues that the District Court’s conclusions regarding the unitary business issue

are “sufﬁcient.” Respondent’s Brief, p. 20.

that

it

but instead held

its

LLC by proving
assets as

It

argues

“the fact that the

investments?“ Respondent’s

only argument Blackhawk, Inc. makes for lacking unity With

was not a business and lacked independent business

14

activity.

To reach this claim, Blackhawk, LLC mischaracterizes the holding in Blue Bell Creameries v. Roberts,
333 S.W.3d 59 (Tenn. 201 1). It complains that the Tennessee court required a taxpayer to not just prove “the
existence 0f two business” entities but also “show they were not unitary.” Respondent’s Brief, pp. 28-29. However,
this is exactly the burden of proof a taxpayer arguing against a unitary ﬁnding bears: it is not sufﬁcient to merely
show that two entities are incorporated separately, rather the taxpayer bears burden of proving they are distinct
businesses.
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In

its

same conclusion:

restates the

its

analysis for each element of the three tests for unity, Blackhawk, Inc. merely

bare assertion that

Blackhawk,
the

it

LLC was

was an investment

engaged

Commission previously

v.

some

is

demonstrate that

it

p. 37.

was a

business,

it

afﬁrmatively demonstrate that

fails to

its

opening

brief, “In the

absence of any proof 0f discrete

“entitled t0 conclude that” a unitary relationship exists.

As Blackhawk,

445 U.S. 425, 439, 100
Inc. presented

S. Ct.

n0 evidence

LLC,

separate business from Blackhawk,

The Court should have concluded

it

met

its

ﬁnd that

t0 the District

failed t0

meet

discrete business enterprise

that

Blackhawk,

Inc.

its

burden 0f

that

Commission

Blackhawk,

cannot demonstrate from the record that

it

Inc.

had

was a

that this court

ﬁnd

LLC had a unitary relationship.

This Court Should Not Uphold the District Court’s Incorrect Deﬁnitions and
Erroneous Application 0f the Unitary Business Principle.

B.

Blackhawk,

However,
District

Inc.

by concluding

from Blackhawk, LLC, the Commission requests

and Blackhawk,

Court t0

that a unitary relationship existed.

the District Court erred

burden of proof. As Blackhawk,

Mobil

1223, 1232 (1980);

Consistent with the United State Supreme Court’s holding in Mobil Oil, The
requests that this Court

As

other line 0f business separate from Blackhawk, Inc.

Comm ’r ofTaxes 0f Vermont,

Respondent’s Brief,

proof.

in

stated in

business enterprise,” the State
Oil Corp.

had n0 independent operations and was not a business. Beyond

it

as

LLC requests that the Court afﬁrm the District Court’s unitary analysis.

was demonstrated

Court used for the three

in the

Commission’s opening

brief, the

tests for a unitary relationship
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Brief, p. 23-36.

and

The

failed to rely

District

Court misstated each 0f the three factors used in the Mobil Oil”

upon any 0f the deﬁnitions of these

Additionally, the District Court entirely failed t0

Brothers

v.

factors

found

in Idaho’s

deﬁne the other two

tests

Income Tax Rules.

found in Butler

McColgan, 17 Cal.2d 664, 111 P.2d 334 (1941) and Edison California Stores

McColgan, 30 Cal.2d 472, 183 P.2d 16 (1947).

It

merely concluded

if the

test

v.

Mobil Oil test could

not be satisﬁed, those tests also would not be satisﬁed. R., p. 000484.

Blackhawk,

Inc.

does not present any analysis t0 refute the Commission’s argument that

the District Court failed t0 properly

deﬁne the unitary business

tests.

Blackhawk,

Inc.

merely

argues that the “district court applied the factors sufﬁciently well.” Respondent’s Brief, p. 20.

The Commission requests

that this

misapplying the unitary business
principle

is

analysis in

properly before

its

it,

Court ﬁnd that the District Court erred by misstating and

tests.

the

Consistent with

Commission requests

opening brief and ﬁnd that Blackhawk,

same unitary business. Appellant’s

its

determination 0f whether the unitary

that this

LLC

Court follow the Commission’s

and Blackhawk,

Inc.

were part of the

Brief, pp. 23-36.

Blackhawk, Inc. Mischaracterized the Unitary Business Principle and the
Commission’s Argument Regarding the Unitary Business Principle.

1.

Blackhawk
business principle.

Inc. mischaracterizes the

Commission’s argument regarding the unitary

It states:

The Commission’s arguments here

are in

two parts: ﬁrst, arguing
Supreme Court cases is

that the three-factor test set forth in the U.S.

not correct, 0r sufﬁcient; and second, that Whatever test
is

15

is

relevant

not satisﬁed by the facts here.

This test was called the Woolworth/Container test in the Commission’s opening brief.
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Respondent’s Brief,

0f the

p. 18.

This statement

incorrect as the

is

tests for unity are insufﬁcient or incorrect

and

is

Commission

is

not arguing that any

certainly not arguing that the unitary

business tests are “not satisﬁed by the facts here.” Quite the opposite, the Commission argues
(1) that “[u]nity

can be established under any one

.

.

.

of the judicially acceptable

tests

.

.

.

and

cannot be denied merely because another of those tests does not simultaneously apply;” and (2)

no matter which of the judicially acceptable
that

Blackhawk,

Inc.

tests is

applied to this case, the facts demonstrate

LLC were unitary. IDAPA 35.01.01 341.01.

and Blackhawk,

In addition t0 these mischaracterizations, Blackhawk, Inc. also mischaracterizes the state

0f the law. Blackhawk,
states that,

is

0f the three

Inc.

makes two unsupported mischaracterizations of the

tests for unity

most relevant.” Respondent’s

Respondent’s Brief,

p. 18.

law. First

recognized in Idaho, “the three factor-tests from Mobil Oil

Brief, p. 18.

It

goes 0n t0 describe the other

This statement Wholly misconstrues the law.

tests as “irrelevant.”

T0 paraphrase Income

Tax Rule 341, a court may reach a unitary ﬁnding under any one 0f the judicially accepted
for determining a unitary relationship.

test,

it

IDAPA 35.01.01.341.01.

In addition t0 the

tests

Mobil Oil

the rule speciﬁcally identiﬁes the “Butler Brothers[ and] Edison California Stores” tests as

being acceptable.

Id.

Second, Blackhawk, Inc. mischaracterizes the law by stating that of the factors identiﬁed
in

Mobil

factors.”

Oil, the ﬁmctional-integration factor is “[p]robably the

Respondent’s Brief,

The Commission asks

p. 18.

most important 0f the three

This statement has n0 support.

that this

Court ignore these mischaracterizations.
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Blackhawk,

VI.

Tax

Inc.’s Policy

Arguments Would Lead

Court

t0 Creating

Commission described

District Court’s decision. Appellant’s Brief, p. 43.

creates a loophole in Idaho’s

income tax code

t0 avoid

would only need

shell corporation

t0 set

sell t0

up a

To summarize,

the consequences of the

the District Court’s decision

that allows businesses headquartered out-of—state

paying tax on the sale of an in-state partnership. Taxpayers

and out-of—state individuals

between themselves and the ownership

be insulated from taxation. This loophole runs directly counter

Legislature’s expression that such ownership interests are taxable in Idaho. Idaho

3027 and

it

Inc.

does not refute that the District Court’s decision produces

argues that this outcome

Due Process

clause.

Due

is

t0 the

Code §§ 63-

this loophole.

required by principles of statutory interpretation and by the

Respondents Brief p. 33.

ambiguous and must be construed
the

interest

§ 63-3026A(3)(a)(vii).

Blackhawk,
Instead

Unwise

Policy.

In the Commission’s opening brief, the

they Wish to

this

in its favor.

It

contends that the statutes in this case are

It

also relies

on Corrigan

v.

Testa t0 argue that

Process clause does not allow a state to impose tax on a business head-quartered out of

state for the sale

of an in—state business. 73 N.E.3d 381 (2016). Both of these contentions are

incorrect.

A.

The

Statutes at Issue in this Case are

Blackhawk,
fails to

explain

Why

Inc.

it is

broadly argues that Idaho Code section 63-3027(a)(1)
so.

Respondent’s Brief,

particular part 0f that subsection is

Court should construe

it

Not Ambiguous.

p. 33.

It

is

ambiguous, but

provides n0 analysis as to What

ambiguous and provides no competent argument

as such. Respondent’s Brief, p. 33.
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Code

section 63-3027(a)(1) should be “construed strictly in favor 0f taxpayers and against the

state.”

Respondent’s Brief,

that subsection should

However

p. 33.

be construed

sufﬁcient argument to support

The Commission requests

does not explain What particular language found in

it

strictly in its favor.

Blackhawk,

Inc.

has not provided

claim that Idaho Code section 63-3027(a)(1)

its

that the

is

ambiguous.

Court ignore Blackhawk, LLC’s argument regarding

this

point.

Corrigan

B.

v.

Alternative

Blackhawk,

Testa has n0 Relevance t0 this Case

Grounds

Inc. presents

t0

Uphold the

Corrigan—an

and Does Not Serve

as

District Court’s Decision.

out-of-state individual-income-tax

decision—to

argue that taxing an out-of-state entity 0r individual 0n the sale 0f an in-state business violates
the

Due

Process clause.“ Respondent’s Brief, p. 39. This case has no relevance to the one

before this Court.

It

also has

been abandoned and disparaged—though not technically

overruled—by Ohio’s Supreme Court. See
8418,

11

68 (2017). To the extent

this line

Idaho’s business income statute and rules

16

T.

Ryan Legg Irrevocable

0f cases from Ohio
is

is

Tr. v. Testa,

useful,

it is

2016-Ohio-

to explain that

the proper guide for determining Whether Idaho’s

North Carolina Department ofRevenue v. The Kimberley Rice
139 S. Ct. 2213, 2218 (2019). This case is wholly
unrelated to the issues presented either in Corrigan 0r in this case. That matter involved North Carolina’s attempt to
tax a trust Where its only connection with the trust was that the beneﬁciary Who was a part-time resident 0f the state.

Blackhawk,

Inc. also mispresents that

Kaestner 1992 Family Trust

in the

is

same vein

as Corrigan.

and no distributions were made t0 the beneﬁciary While the
The Supreme Court had a very narrow holding in that case, speciﬁcally,
“We hold that the presence 0f in-state beneﬁciaries alone does not empower a State t0 tax trust income that has not
been distributed t0 the beneﬁciaries where the beneﬁciaries have n0 right t0 demand that income and are uncertain

Id.

)

The

state

had n0 other connections

beneﬁciary lived in North Carolina.

ever to receive

it.”

Id. at 221.

)

It

t0 the trust

Id. )

noted, “In limiting our holding to the speciﬁc facts presented,

we d0

not imply

approval or disapproval of trust taxes that are premised on the residence of beneﬁciaries whose relationship to trust
assets differs

from

that 0f the beneﬁciaries here.” Id.

)

This case has no bearing on the matter before this Court and

should be disregarded.
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taxation of a business violates the

Due

Process clause. These cases also serve t0 caution state

courts against elevating the form 0f a transaction above

In Corrigan, a nonresident individual taxpayer

an

He was

in-state partnership.

was often

in

Ohio

its

economic substance.

owned

a controlling ownership interest in

frequently involved in the daily business of the partnership and

t0 transact business

on behalf of the partnership. He was taxed

yearly income he received from that partnership’s distributive share.
agreed, and the

Ohio High Court found,

that

The

in

Ohio on the

parties in that case

he was properly taxed 0n the income arising from

this distributive share.

The controversy

in

Corrigan arises from the sale of the partnership

the sale, the nonresident taxpayer argued that he

state t0

interest.

Following

was not personally connected enough With

the

allow Ohio t0 tax him 0n the gain he recognized from the sale 0f the Ohio partnership.

While the

out—of-state taxpayer

had some connections

to Ohio, the

Ohio Supreme Court decision

did not turn on the speciﬁcs 0f the out-of-state taxpayer’s relation t0 the
the sale of the partnership

The Court found

was

that,

Corrigan

at

1]

under the Due Process clause,

65.

he would be taxable in the

in-state business out

it

if the nonresident

state

However, the Ohio Court refused

transaction—the sale 0f an intangible asset—through t0
assets. Id. Ultimately,

but rather 0n

how

characterized.

assets underlying the partnership,

dispositions.

state,

its

taxpayer sold the

0f Ohio for income from such
to look through the

form of the

substance: the sale of the underlying

concluded that Corrigan held his intangible ownership interest in the

of state and was not taxable in Ohio on

its sale.

The Court supported

its

conclusion with Ohio’s rendition 0f the business income tests which, unlike Idaho’s deﬁnition 0f
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business income, prohibits the taxation of the liquidation 0f a corporate entity.”

The immediate and most
Court

is

glaring difference between Corrigan and the case before this

that the taxing authority in

Corrigan sought to tax an individual—not a business. The

Corrigan court did not have the advantage of using the business income

Whether the Due Process clause
state’s

is

satisﬁed.

Even

speciﬁc deﬁnition 0f the business income

income.

Corrigan

As
is

extent that

so, the

test to

test to directly resolve

Corrigan court

guide

its

still

relied

upon

its

decision 0n the taxability 0f the

the present matter before this Court seeks to tax a business—not an individual—

0f questionable applicability. However,

it

instructs the

of Blackhawk,

LLC

is

Court should follow Corrigan t0 the

Court to use Idaho’s business income principle to determine

if the sale

taxable.

Additionally, the Corrigan Court’s analysis

that resulted in

this

bad tax policy. The Court

transaction and, instead, looked only at

in

its

is

ﬂawed

as

it

takes a too

wooden approach

Corrigan ignored the economic substance of the

form.

Its

analysis started

from the premise

that

nonresident taxpayer and the business he sold “existed essentially in separate ‘silos.”’ Walter
Hellerstein, Substance

June

13, 2016.

during the year

It

it

and Form

in Jurisdictional Analysis:

largely ignored the fact that the sold entity

was sold and

that

Corrigan

v.

Testa,

TaXNotes.com,

had transacted business

Ohio had provided services and protections

in

Ohio

to that business

in that year. Id.

It

17

appears that the Supreme Court 0f Ohio recognizes that this

wooden approach was

Idaho does not recognize the liquidation exception. See Section IV of this
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brief.

a

mistake.

The Ohio court immediately began

limiting

its

Corrigan decision

after issuing

it.

In the

very same year as Corrigan was issued, the Ohio court was asked to revisit nearly the same fact
pattern. In T.

Ryan Legg Irrevocable

Tr.

decision in Corrigan. 2016-Ohio-8418,

While
the

it

nominally upheld

its

It

Ohio court found a way

narrow the

to

68 (2017).

1]

decision, the

economic substance 0f the transaction

Corrigan.

Testa, the

v.

Ohio court reversed

at issue in

Legg, something

its

it

direction.

was not

It

examined

willing to do in

stated:

Properly analyzed,

this

case

Who

an Ohio resident

involves

conducted business in signiﬁcant part in Ohio through the corporate

form and Who disposed of his business and corporate

interest not

by

a personal sale but by means 0f a trust that he created t0 accomplish
his

objectives

deliberately set

for

himself and

up a Delaware

his

family.

trust, his

Although

Legg

Ohio contacts are

still

material for constitutional purposes.

decision in Corrigan, the Ohio court signaled that

Id. In this decision,

and unlike

would 100k through

the formalities 0f a sale to the underlying economic substance 0f the

transaction.

the

it

While not a formal repudiation of Corrigan, Legg represents a

Ohio court’s mistake

Where

the majority ofjustices

Ohio court should

again

clear departure

from

in Corrigan.

Who

abandonment of the principles expressed
the

it

decided Legg were satisﬁed With this de facto

in Corrigan,

explicitly overturn Corrigan.

one Justice wrote a dissent arguing that

She

stated,

Corrigan was wrongly decided because we erroneously focused 0n
whether Corrigan was engaged in the business that the pass-through

had conducted in Ohio. Instead, we should have focused, as
we d0 here, 0n the fact that gain from selling an investment in instate assets and activities can usually be taxed in proper
entity
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proportion—whether 0r not the person realizing the gain
resident or engages in the business.
Legg,

11

87. In

summary, she

states that the

is

a

Ohio court’s focus should have been 0n the substance

0f the transaction—the sale 0f an Ohio business—and not ﬁxed on the form 0f the
disposition of an intangible asset. She correctly points out that the taxpayer

overtaxed in Ohio on the

sale, as the

sale, the

would not be

taxpayer would only need to pay their apportioned share. Id.

This justice recommended overturning Corrigan and believed that this case would cause
substantial

problems

in the future. Id. at

The Commission agrees with

1]

95.

the dissenting justice in Legg. Applying Corrigan

’s

approach would require the State t0 ignore the economic substance 0f a transaction. The

would not be able
its

sale

was

to tax the sale

wooden

state

0f a business with a substantial presence in Idaho just because

directed from out-of-state; a

common

occurrence. This

would allow taxpayers

the form of a transaction as a loophole to avoid paying tax in Idaho.

As

to use

such, applying Corrigan

here would produce bad tax policy for Idaho.

Following the examination 0f the Corrigan and Legg cases, the ultimate conclusion
that Idaho should not

Blackhawk,

Inc.

make

the

“was engaged

same mistake

as the

Ohio

court. Instead

is

of focusing on Whether

in the business that the pass-through entity

had conducted in”

Idaho, this Court should focus “on the fact that gain from selling an investment in in-state assets

and

activities

gains

is

can usually be taxed in proper proportion—whether or not the person realizing the

a resident 0r engages in the business.” Legg,
In examining the sale of Blackhawk,

LLC,

1]

this

87.

Court should not just see
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it

narrowly as

the disposition 0f an intangible asset held out-of—state, but rather

sale

it

should see

it

for

What

it is:

the

0f a multi-state business With a substantial amount 0f property and employees located in

By

Idaho.

Blackhawk, LLC, Blackhawk,

selling

which included

its

100,000 square foot factory in Boise, Idaho which served as Blackhawk,

LLC’s West Coast operation

center. R., p.

000206. With

0001

16. It also transferred

0001 16. Had Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

it,

worth 0f its property located in Idaho, Which accounted for
R., p.

of its Idaho operations

Inc. sold the entirety

41%

Blackhawk,

LLC t0

$14,621,425”

of all of its property holdings.

employees that made up 13.1% 0f its

Inc. instructed

Inc. sold

sell

total payroll. R., p.

these assets, Blackhawk, Inc.

would have been taxable on an apportioned share of the income.
Additionally, from

Blackhawk,

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

LLC

of Idaho. Both Blackhawk,

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

LLC

2004 through the

enjoyed the beneﬁts provided by the

state

sale in 2010,

transacted business in Idaho in 2010, the year 0f the sale, and took advantage 0f the services and
protections that the state had to offer.

The Commission requests
Idaho’s

that this

Court apply the business income

Tax Code and Idaho Income Tax Rules Without unnecessarily

test,

relying

as speciﬁed in

upon

the concepts

described in Corrigan. Additionally, the Commission asks that the Court consider the economic

substance of Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale of Blackhawk,

Commission asks

that the

LLC, and not merely

Court disregard Blackhawk,

its

form. Finally, the

Inc. ’s mischaracterization

0f the Corrigan

case as separate grounds for this Court t0 uphold the District Court’s erroneous decision.

18

The maj ority of this property was merchandise held

in Idaho to

be sold by Blackhawk, LLC.

000227.
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R., p.

CONCLUSION
While the matter before
facts in the record to

treated

this

Court

complicated,

is

sale

0f Blackhawk,

LLC represented the

0f control of an Idaho factory and

Blackhawk,

Inc.

ﬂawed tax policy.

Inc.’s

Its

all

and

its

it is

wants

this

designed t0 put

interest in its

Idaho operations.

of over $14 million of Idaho property and the

employees. These are taxable events and

not a business,

this

LLC

its

and View

its

this

Court into judicially creating

reliance

upon the inapplicable

Court 0n the wrong track.

Where Idaho’s

also asks this court to take a

Court t0 close

Blackhawk,

its

ownership

entity

conﬂation 0f the unitary business principle and the business

create a liquidation exception in Idaho

It

sale

its

arguments are designed t0 mislead

insistence that

theories,

income principle are

exception.

should be

should be taxed by Idaho upon them.

Blackhawk,

and aggregate

LLC

of a partnership interest in Idaho. In the course of

conducting business in Idaho, Blackhawk, Inc. sold

transfer

not extraordinary. There are n0

demonstrate that Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale 0f Blackhawk,

any differently than any other

Its sale

it is

wrong

statute

turn, as the

It

asks this Court t0

and rules disclaim such an

Ohio high court did

in Corrigan.

It

eyes t0 the economic substance of Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale 0f

it

as the sale of a

mere investment.

In determining the issues presented in this case, this Court has a distinct advantage over

the District Court.

The

District

Court did not have a clearly briefed articulation 0f the distinction

between the unitary business principle and the business income principle

to rely upon.

It

also

attempted to determine the unitary business principle based 0n facts presented t0 satisfy the
business income principle. In

its

review of the record in

this case,
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and With a robust

understanding 0f the distinction between the two principles, this Court

is

better positioned t0

address the question presented in this case.

The Commission asks
that the

this

income from Blackhawk

Court to determine that the District Court erred by determining

Inc.’s sale

Speciﬁcally, the District Court erred

0f Blackhawk,

by deciding

unitary business issue; the District Court erred

LLC was not business

the business

by conﬂating

income.

income issue 0n the unpleaded

the unitary business principle and

business income principle; and the District Court erred by incorrectly deﬁning and applying the
unitary business principle. Consistent With

its

opening

brief, the

Commission

requests that this Court determine that Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale 0f Blackhawk,

income. Additionally, and
this

if

found necessary by

this Court, the

Court t0 ﬁnd that Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

LLC was business

Commission

LLC were unitary.

respectfully

respectfully asks

Finally,

and

is

described in the Commission’s opening brief, the Commission asks that this Court remand this
case to District Court so that the remaining alternative apportionment issue

may be

resolved.

DATED this 7th day of October 2019.
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